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Carrying forthTom L. McKnight&#39;s well-known thematic focus on landscape appreciation, this

best-seller fosters a solid understanding of Earth and its physical geography. Its clear, user-friendly

writing style, superior art program, and abundant pedagogy appeal to a wide variety of readers. 

Updates and expands coverage of global environmental change, including a new section on

measuring and understanding climate change. Expands section on human alteration of the

atmosphere, including ozone depletion and air pollution. Expands sections on tsunamis and human

modification of shorelines.  A useful reference for anyone interested in physical geography.
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I bought a used one for less than $2, but it came out to be a brand new one with clean pages and a

supplemental DVD as well. I was very surprised! Anyway, it is a good book for Intro level to

Geography. It is not too hard to learn those things.

This manual has some great exercises. I teach physical, but not the lab. However, I like to give my

class some hands-on work to better understand the concepts and some of the exercises in this

book are great for that.

This book makes very good use of color, graphics and graphs, which is more than I can say for

many textbooks. The information the textbook relays is good, but that is where my praise for this

book ends.With regard to the graphics, the text refers to them often, but more times than not the



graphic is not on the page where the referral is (in a few cases, it's not even in the same chapter),

causing the reader to constantly be flipping pages to make sense of what the authors are saying.

The layout is also all over the place, and in some cases there's a four-line column sandwiched

between a picture caption above and a graphic below, and the reader ends up trying to make sense

of a paragraph that is completely disjointed before realizing that poor layout caused them to miss a

few critical lines that would make the whole idea make sense.As for the information, the authors all

too often say something to the effect of "we'll talk about this later," leaving the reader knowing that

this skipped topic is important but still having no grasp of it or how it plays in. And for all the good

and interesting information presented, the book has some serious flow issues, making it an

alternately difficult and boring read.If you are looking at this book listing, you most likely are required

to get this book for a class. It is in fact cheaper here than in most stores (and definitely cheaper than

the campus bookstore), and even the free Super Saver Shipping will get it to your door in under ten

days in most cases.If, however, you are looking for a good textbook for personal reasons, look

elsewhere.

This manual has some great exercises. It is not too hard to learn those things.

i needed this book for a physical geography class when i was majorig in meteorology. this book was

way cheaper here than in the college bookstore. it was a great buy, i still have it-i am a nerd and i

enjoy reading it for fun on occasion.

Book was exactly what I needed for class. arrived fast and without issue

Book was in perfect shape when arrived.

text book arrived fairly quickly, only minor notes/highlighting (about the first 20 pages), a bit more

wear and tear than i would have honestly expecting considering the condition the book was

advertised as but it works.
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